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in its first five years the goal of nij s domestic radicalization and terrorism research portfolio
was to answer the following questions what are the primary drivers of radicalization to violent
extremism and how do they vary across cohorts e g by grievance by age by socioeconomic categories
there are many different definitions of violent extremism radicalization and terrorism but for the
purpose of this paper terrorists are those individuals who support or commit ideologically
motivated violence to further political social or religious goals radicalization is the process by
which individuals enter into terrorism and indicators of radicalization top law enforcement
officials have described violent extremism especially violent white extremism as the greatest
domestic threat facing the united states the biden administration has requested tens of millions
of dollars to fight it since its creation in 2012 the national institute of justice s domestic
radicalization to terrorism program has sponsored research to support community members and
practitioners in 1 identifying individuals who are radicalizing to terrorism and 2 developing
prevention and intervention efforts although several of these projects are it found that the two
most lethal elements of today s domestic terrorism threat are 1 racially or ethnically motivated
violent extremists who advocate for the superiority of the white race terrorism and ideologically
inspired violence represent persistent and serious threats to u s national security the january 6
2021 attack at the u s capitol and other recent events emphasize the need for more research to
inform prevention and deradicalization strategies how are u s communities responding to
radicalization and what works to prevent radicalization to violent extremism and terrorism nij has
funded research on terrorism since 2002 as experts in the psychology of radicalization sophia
moskalenko and clark mccauley propose twelve mechanisms that can move individuals groups and mass
publics from political indifference to sympathy and support for terrorist violence radicalization
and violent extremism leading to violent protests repression and terrorist attacks constitute
important issues in our world social psychological group processes and intergroup dynamics play a
key role in creating resilience against or facilitating the path towards violent extremism an
array of new research on domestic radicalization is yielding a more clearly articulated portrait
of terrorists in the making knowledge that can better equip practitioners and community members to
potentially spot and divert or stop extremists before they engage in acts of terror the threat of
terrorism in the u s is not more potent than it was around 9 11 but it s certainly more diverse
and difficult to counter a researcher says the radicalization of the young terrorism or violent
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extremism describes the use of violence in service of a specific ideology typically social
political or religious in nature radicalization refers to the process by which that ideology is
adopted but researchers say holding extreme views is not inherently a bad thing some commentators
have suggested that radicalization can be understood as the process by which individuals adopt
violent extremist ideologies that may lead them to commit terrorist acts or which are likely to
render them more vulnerable to recruitment by terrorist organizations romaniuk 2015 pp 7 8 the
first is to present and discuss the most influential theories of radicalization leading to
terrorism this study offers findings that may be useful to community policymakers who continue to
work toward reversing the dangerous trend of homegrown terrorism and ideologically inspired
violence in the united states this paper addresses this fault line within discourses on
radicalization by analyzing the political awakening and mobilization of british muslims operating
in environments targeted by violent extremists the results show that despite undergoing the root
causes and triggers associated with radicalization and even having direct one of the major
challenges facing humanity is understanding the psychosocial mechanisms that underlie
radicalization in order to effectively deal with its shift towards violent extremism and terrorism
response to terrorism v t e radicalization or radicalisation is the process by which an individual
or a group comes to adopt increasingly radical views in opposition to a political social or
religious status quo the ideas of society at large shape the outcomes of radicalization one recent
study has combined the perspectives of those who chose an extremist path with the unique insights
of family and friends to gain knowledge of why people radicalize or exit extremism some key
insights from the study by the rand corporation supported by the national institute of justice are
in some cases terrorism prevention may be integrated into existing violence prevention efforts
standalone programs may be particularly valuable in other cases such as education programs that
help parents understand violent extremist recruitment radicalization and ways to protect their
children
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in its first five years the goal of nij s domestic radicalization and terrorism research portfolio
was to answer the following questions what are the primary drivers of radicalization to violent
extremism and how do they vary across cohorts e g by grievance by age by socioeconomic categories

how radicalization to terrorism occurs in the united states
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there are many different definitions of violent extremism radicalization and terrorism but for the
purpose of this paper terrorists are those individuals who support or commit ideologically
motivated violence to further political social or religious goals radicalization is the process by
which individuals enter into terrorism and

violent extremism in america pathways to deradicalization
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indicators of radicalization top law enforcement officials have described violent extremism
especially violent white extremism as the greatest domestic threat facing the united states the
biden administration has requested tens of millions of dollars to fight it

risk factors and indicators associated with radicalization to
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since its creation in 2012 the national institute of justice s domestic radicalization to
terrorism program has sponsored research to support community members and practitioners in 1
identifying individuals who are radicalizing to terrorism and 2 developing prevention and
intervention efforts although several of these projects are
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it found that the two most lethal elements of today s domestic terrorism threat are 1 racially or
ethnically motivated violent extremists who advocate for the superiority of the white race

violent extremism in america rand corporation
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terrorism and ideologically inspired violence represent persistent and serious threats to u s
national security the january 6 2021 attack at the u s capitol and other recent events emphasize
the need for more research to inform prevention and deradicalization strategies

domestic radicalization and violent extremism national
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how are u s communities responding to radicalization and what works to prevent radicalization to
violent extremism and terrorism nij has funded research on terrorism since 2002

radicalization to terrorism what everyone needs to know umd
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as experts in the psychology of radicalization sophia moskalenko and clark mccauley propose twelve
mechanisms that can move individuals groups and mass publics from political indifference to
sympathy and support for terrorist violence

radicalization and violent extremism perspectives from
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radicalization and violent extremism leading to violent protests repression and terrorist attacks
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constitute important issues in our world social psychological group processes and intergroup
dynamics play a key role in creating resilience against or facilitating the path towards violent
extremism

domestic radicalization research yields possible keys to
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an array of new research on domestic radicalization is yielding a more clearly articulated
portrait of terrorists in the making knowledge that can better equip practitioners and community
members to potentially spot and divert or stop extremists before they engage in acts of terror

terrorism threats in u s are more diverse and difficult to

Jul 15 2023

the threat of terrorism in the u s is not more potent than it was around 9 11 but it s certainly
more diverse and difficult to counter a researcher says the radicalization of the young

deradicalizing domestic extremists
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terrorism or violent extremism describes the use of violence in service of a specific ideology
typically social political or religious in nature radicalization refers to the process by which
that ideology is adopted but researchers say holding extreme views is not inherently a bad thing

counter terrorism module 2 key issues radicalization
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some commentators have suggested that radicalization can be understood as the process by which
individuals adopt violent extremist ideologies that may lead them to commit terrorist acts or
which are likely to render them more vulnerable to recruitment by terrorist organizations romaniuk
2015 pp 7 8
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the first is to present and discuss the most influential theories of radicalization leading to
terrorism

what do former extremists and their families say about
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this study offers findings that may be useful to community policymakers who continue to work
toward reversing the dangerous trend of homegrown terrorism and ideologically inspired violence in
the united states

radicalization s core terrorism and political violence vol

Feb 10 2023

this paper addresses this fault line within discourses on radicalization by analyzing the
political awakening and mobilization of british muslims operating in environments targeted by
violent extremists the results show that despite undergoing the root causes and triggers
associated with radicalization and even having direct

processes of radicalization violent extremism and terrorism

Jan 09 2023

one of the major challenges facing humanity is understanding the psychosocial mechanisms that
underlie radicalization in order to effectively deal with its shift towards violent extremism and
terrorism

radicalization wikipedia
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response to terrorism v t e radicalization or radicalisation is the process by which an individual
or a group comes to adopt increasingly radical views in opposition to a political social or
religious status quo the ideas of society at large shape the outcomes of radicalization

domestic radicalization and deradicalization insights from

Nov 07 2022

one recent study has combined the perspectives of those who chose an extremist path with the
unique insights of family and friends to gain knowledge of why people radicalize or exit extremism
some key insights from the study by the rand corporation supported by the national institute of
justice are

terrorism prevention addressing early risk factors to dni

Oct 06 2022

in some cases terrorism prevention may be integrated into existing violence prevention efforts
standalone programs may be particularly valuable in other cases such as education programs that
help parents understand violent extremist recruitment radicalization and ways to protect their
children
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